
Requirement and finding when it can be satisfied: 
 

 

 

Requirement 5 is the “Tallest pole in the tent”. As shown, it requires four images 
of each feature spaced at least 30 days apart. This means it will take at least 4 months 
to acquire the 16 images of this requirement. These tables are designed to identify 
when and where a feature can be imaged in support of this requirement. This document 
shows how to read the table to determine the specific dates and times a required image 
can be obtained 

  



 

Figure 1: Typical page entry: 

 

Each page represents one day and is divided in 15 minute intervals. The 
remainder of this doc describes the contents of these tables and how to use them. 

  



 

Column description: 
 

Column description note 
Local 
Date/Time 

The Local Date and time.  Central Day light savings time. Add 5 
hours to convert to UT (Don’t forget to 
increment the date if rolling over 
midnight 

Rs Orbital parameter Don’t need this for now 
Re Orbital parameter Don’t need this for now 
Elon Orbital parameter Don’t need this for now 
Size Apparent size of Mars For reference 
Mag Magnitude of Mars For reference 
Central Lon Central Longitude Critical parameter, see below 
Alt(D.d)  Mars altitude for this specific row The higher the better. See below 
Azm(D.d)  Mars azimuth for this specific 

row 
Mars will transit our local meridian 
when the azimuth is 180 degrees. See 
below 

CL-FCL Difference between Mars 
Central Longitude and the 
longitudinal center of the named 
feature. 

See below 

Feature Name of the feature  
Spc South Polar Cap See below 
Vol Volcano code See below 
VM Valles Marinaris See below 
MM Mountains of Mitchel See below 

 

 

There are three parameters that are of interest to us. They are the Central 
Meridian/longitude of Mars, the central longitude of the feature in question and our 
meridian. 

 

The central meridian of mars is the line that bisects the face of mars as viewed 
from Earth. The Central longitude is that longitude of Mars that lies directly underneath 
the Central meridian. This is critical in determining the visibility of a particular feature. 
And when that feature becomes visible and disappears. 

 

When the central longitude of Mars equals the central longitude of the feature, 
the feature will be centered on the face of Mars. 



Optimal observing of a feature can occur when Mars transits our meridian and 
the central longitude of a feature is coincident with the central meridian of Mars 
(everything lines up when Mars is as high in the sky as it will get for that day). 

 

Reading the table: 
 

The tables represent a select ephemeris of Mars in 15 minute intervals for each 
day from May 1 through November 15th. 

For an interval, if the row up to the Azm(D.d) column is highlighted in Yellow, 
then Mars is at least 20 degrees above our local horizon. 20 degrees was selected as 
the “Number of atmospheres” a viewer is looking through decreases most rapidly from 
there on up. 20 degrees represents roughly 4 atmospheres. 

If the row is highlighted in green, again, only up to the Azm(D.d) column, then 
that entry is where Mars is within a few degrees of our local meridian. That’s as high as 
Mars is going to get for that date. 

 

The values for Central Longitude are highlighted in red just for 
“conspicuousness” when looking for the value.  

 

Looking at the “CL-FCL” & “Feature” columns: 

So each feature has its’ own “Central Longitude”. That is, a longitude that it 
straddles equally. I call this the “Feature Central Longitude”. The column CL-FCL is the 
value when the “Feature Central Longitude” is subtracted from the “Central Longitude” 
of Mars. This parameter is useful for determining how far and it what direction the 
feature lies away from the central longitude of Mars. 

 

When the “Cl-FL-FCL”  & “ Feature” for a row are highlighted in yellow, it means 
the majority of the feature is within 45 degrees of the Central Meridian and thus satisfies  
the span requirements of the program. Any image taken or observation made when the 
feature is highlighted in yellow will be an acceptable observation for the purposes of the 
program. When those components are highlighted in green, it means the central 
Longitude of the feature is within a few degrees of the central meridian thus centered on 
the face of Mars for all practical purposes. 

 

So from figure 1 we can find the following: 

 

On June 16 at 1:45 in the morning, Mars will have risen to an altitude of 20.7 
degrees. A good starting point for imaging.  



 

 

From 02:30 until 05:30, Elysium will be available for imaging for the record while 
Mars is at and above an altitude of 25 degrees. The best image can be obtained 
between about 03:45 to 04:15 when Elysium is very nearly centered on the face of 
Mars. And at 04:15, Elysium will be centered on the face of Mars when it transits our 
meridian. This also shows that for this particular day, we will have about 3 hours to 
image Elysium for the record (02:30 to 05:30 with best imaging at 04:15). This pattern 
repeats about every 36 days. 

 

 

Mars last altitude above 20 degrees on the 16th occurs at 06:30. 

 

Reviewing the tables shows that any particular feature will be image able for at 
least 6 consecutive days at which point the observer must wait about 36 days for this 6 
day sequence to return. 

I have reduced the full 186 day table to just those days where a feature is image 
able for the record. That file is called “Albedo feature schedule.PDF”. It is 166 pages 
long which means of the next 186 days, 166 will have a feature that can be imaged for 
the record. 

 

Other Columns: 
 

With the exception of the SPC, the remaining columns can be ignored…for now. 
I’m experimenting with including secondary targets of interest not included in the 
program. These targets would be the various volcanos (which we’ll probably need since 
some of the weather features are influenced by the high peaks of the volcanos), Valles 
Marinaris and “The Mountains of Mitchel”. The “Mariner Valley” might be discernable in 
images taken in the early Mars morning and late evening when shadows enhance this 
features “contrast”. It might make for a good capture. I’ll leave you to find out all about 
the Mountains of Mitchel. The related phenomenon supposedly lasts for only a few 



Martian days at a particular point in Spring/summer at the pole. It’s supposed to be a 
great catch if it is imaged. 

 

Of interest to this program are required observations of the polar caps. The 
Southern cap will dominate this opposition. The cap itself is offset by 40 degrees from 
the south axial pole of Mars. The maximum Northern excursion of the cap occurs at 
longitude 60 degrees. Like the Feature column, this column is designed to show the 
relationship between the Central Longitude and the central longitude of the caps most 
Northern extents. Put another way: Observe and image the South polar cap when this 
column shows it closest to the Central longitude. 

 

As for the other features like imaging the complete face of Mars, these tables will 
be invaluable to satisfy those requirements as well. I will update this document in a few 
days with details on how to do that. 

 

This is a work in progress. Please let me know of any errors and/or inaccuracies 
– thanks. 


